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Gear Daddies to Perform at Mississippi Moon Bar Feb. 24
DUBUQUE, IOWA–Gear Daddies will bring their Americana sound to Mississippi Moon Bar on
Saturday, Feb. 24, 2018.
The Minnesota-based group has been performing for more than 30 years for audiences across the
country. The group is best-known for their 1990 hit song “I Wanna Drive the Zamboni,” which was
featured in the movies “D2: The Mighty Ducks” and “Mystery, Alaska,” as well as the TV show
“Malcolm in the Middle.” Their other hits include “Color of Her Eyes,” “She’s Happy,” “Drank So
Much” and “Stupid Boy,” which they performed on “Late Night with David Letterman” in the early
1990s.
Gear Daddies consists of Martin Zellar on vocals, guitar and harmonica; Nick Ciola on bass; Randy
Broughten on guitar; and James “Billy” Dankert on drums and vocals.
Showtime is at 8 p.m. with ticket prices starting at $15. Tickets go on sale Dec. 9 at 10 a.m. at
www.MoonBarRocks.com, Diamond Jo Casino’s Diamond Club, Mississippi Moon Bar Box Office,
or by calling 563-690-4800. Visit www.MoonBarRocks.com to view all upcoming concerts, comedy,
Club 84 and other special events at Mississippi Moon Bar. Mississippi Moon Bar is age-restricted
and attendees must be at least 21 years old.
About Diamond Jo Casino
Located in the heart of the Port of Dubuque,Diamond Jo features a 33,000-square-foot casino with
1,000 slot machines and 20 table games; five unique dining experiences, including the awardwinning Woodfire Grille steakhouse; unforgettable live entertainment at the Mississippi Moon Bar;
and 30 lanes of bowling at Cherry Lanes. More information on Diamond Jo can be found at
www.diamondjodubuque.com, on Facebook and on Twitter. Diamond Jo Casino is owned and
operated by Boyd Gaming Corporation, a leading diversified owner and operator of 24 gaming
entertainment properties located in Nevada, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana and
Mississippi. Additional news and information on Boyd Gaming can be found at
www.boydgaming.com. Boyd Gaming and Diamond Jo press releases are available at
boydgaming.mediaroom.com.
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